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Vibrational energy transfer from hot pyrazine (E′ ) 40 322 cm-1) to cold CO is modeled using classical
trajectories. Collisional energy transfer properties are studied as a function of the initial rotational stateJ′ of
the CO, the length of the CO, the energyE′ in pyrazine, the relative kinetic energy, the temperature, isotopic
substitution on pyrazine, and the intermolecular potential. The energy transfer probability functionP(E,E′)
exhibits distinct deviation from single exponential behavior. Collisions that transfer particularly large energy
are associated with large amplitude out-of-plane motion of a C-H bond, imparting a kick to the departing
CO. Slower collisions are particularly effective in relaxing pyrazine; faster collisions can add energy as often
as they remove it. Energy transfer properties also depend on the initial rotational state of the CO. Temperature
effects on〈E - E′〉 are weak in the 200-500 K range; this results from an increase in the magnitudes of both
〈∆E〉down and 〈∆E〉up. The fraction of pyrazine energy partitioned to translation increases with temperature.
Decreasing the rotational temperature of pyrazine (at fixed translational temperature) decreases-〈E - E′〉
significantly. Decreasing translational temperature (at fixed pyrazine rotational temperature) increases-〈E
- E′〉. This is in contrast to the conventional expectation, based on Landau-Teller theory. Effects of making
modest changes of the intermolecular potential are also discussed.

Introduction

Understanding how energy is transferred in gas phase
molecular collisions is important in many complex processes,
including combustion and atmospheric chemistry. It is well-
known that vibrational energy transfer in collisions is generally
inefficient: even molecules with large excitation energies relax
slowly.1,2 An essential component of master equation simula-
tions3 is the probabilityP(E,E′) that after a single collision with
a specified partner, a given molecule with energyE′ will have
final energyE. P(E′,E) is often4 taken to be exponential in the
energy gap∆E ) E - E′, as predicted by the Born approxima-
tion.5 If the downside ofP(E,E′) is taken to be a simple
exponential,P(E,E′) ) A exp(-∆E/R), the parameterR, related
to the average energy transfer, suffices to describeP; R generally
increases with the initial excitationE′. For highly energetic
molecules, those with largeE′, energy is lost on average, but
there are collisions that transfer energy into the energized
molecules. The shape of the up-side (E - E′ > 0) of P(E,E′) is
governed by detailed balance. In recent years it has become
possible to probe in greater detail the shape of the function
P(E′,E), with clear evidence in some cases for significant
deviation from single exponential behavior. Some years ago,
the term “supercollision” was coined to describe a small set of
events that resulted in anomalously large values of∆E.
Supercollisions were reviewed by Oref.6

A number of experimental methods are used to probe the
functionP(E,E′) for highly excited molecules.2,7 Many studies
in recent years have taken advantage of the photophysics of

small aromatic molecules, like benzene, perfluorobenzene,
azulene, toluene, and pyrazine. Excited by UV laser, these
molecules undergo prompt internal conversion, generating a
well-characterized highly excited energy in the ground electronic
state. Two techniques provide information about average
collisional energy transfer: monitoring ultraviolet absorption
(UVA), pursued by Troe and co-workers,8-10 and infrared
fluorescence (IRF), investigated by Barker and co-workers.7,11-25

A technique developed more recently in Go¨ttingen,26,27 kineti-
cally controlled selective ionization (KCSI), provides complete
P(E,E′) distributions. Recently Nilsson and Nordholm28,29have
used their partially ergodic collision theory30-32 to model several
systems studied by KCSI. An important result of these studies
is the fact that a relatively simple statistical theorysone that
allows energy redistribution among a reduced set of modess
reproduces the deviation from simple exponential behavior of
the P(E,E′) functions.

All these methods monitor in some way the energy of the
hot excited polyatomic. A complementary technique, developed
in Flynn’s lab at Columbia,33-40 monitors the cold collision
partner. A very narrow diode laser probes the nascent population
of the ro-vibronic states of the small molecule after a single
collision. For those nascent states that lack significant thermal
population, the diode laser provides complete product informa-
tion, since the laser is sufficiently narrow that the Doppler width
of the ro-vibrational line gives the postcollision translational
energy. With some modeling, theP(E,E′) function (or at least
its higher energy tail) can be extracted from the experiments.41

Extensive work has been carried out studying relaxation of hot
pyrazine by collision with CO2;34-39,42-46 more recent studies
have investigated cold collision partners CO,40,47H2O,48,49and
DCl.50

There is a long history of using classical trajectory methods
to explore these systems: major contributions have been made
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by Gilbert, Lim and co-workers,51-56 Lenzer, Luther, and co-
workers,57-60 and Bershtein, Oref and co-workers,61-67 and
others.68 In many studies, the collision partner is a rare gas atom,
but there have been polyatomic partners as well: benzene-
benzene,59 azulene-N2 and pyrazine-pyrazine,69 and pyrazine-
CO2, and pyrazine-n-propane.60 It is standard to use pairwise
additive functions to describe the intermolecular potential;
Lennard-Jones (12-6) interactions are used most frequently,
but other forms, such as exp-6, have also been explored.51-53

Most commonly, the Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters are deter-
mined starting with atom-rare gas parameters, scaling them to
obtain a spherically averaged interaction potential with the
desired sizeσ and interaction strengthε.53

In this paper we report a classical trajectory study of the
pyrazine-CO system. The interaction potential is a sum of
pairwise Lennard-Jones terms, but the parameters were deter-
mined by fitting to ab initio calculations. We compare our results
to recent experiments in the Flynn lab.40,47A preliminary report
of the work, hereafter called paper I,70 includes more details
about the potential.

Methods

The VENUS96 classical trajectory program, with some
modifications, was used for the dynamics.71 The potential energy
function was a sum of intramolecular functions for pyrazine
and CO and an intermolecular function, taken as a sum of atom-
atom Lennard-Jones 12-6 terms. Pyrazine was modeled
harmonically in valence coordinates: the force constants were
from Billes.72,73The harmonic force field includes both diagonal
and off-diagonal terms for in-plane stretch and bend coordinates;
out-of-plane wags and torsions have diagonal terms only. Since
pyrazine in our simulations has significant excitation, we found
it necessary to add some extra terms to the potential to prevent
unphysical motions. For example, exponential repulsive terms
were added between H and C atoms across the ring to prevent
out-of-plane excursions into the middle of the ring; without it
a H atom can experience a sever cusp in the wag potential at
90°. We note that animations of anomalous trajectories are very
useful in detecting such pitfalls in a simple valence harmonic
potential. The calculated and experimental pyrazine vibrational
frequencies are given in Table 1. The in-plane modes are quite
well represented. Deviations are larger for the out-of-plane
modes, but the agreement is reasonably good for the lowest
frequency mode for which data is available. This is important,
since low-frequency out-of-plane vibrations have been shown
to play a key role in vibrational energy transfer.64,67The CO is
modeled with a Morse potential.

Most of the calculations described below use the intermo-
lecular potential described in paper I.70 Using the PC-Spartan-
Pro package, we calculated the interaction energy of pyrazine
with CO, each frozen at its equilibrium geometry, using a
6-31G* basis set with MP2 correction. About 200 points were
calculated for various orientations and directions of approach;
the fitting parameters are in paper I. The potential is quite
anisotropic. There is a relatively deep attraction for approach
along the symmetry axis normal to the pyrazine, with shallower
wells for most in-plane approaches. The anisotropy with respect
to the CO orientation is not as strong, but there is some
preference along most directions for approach with the C atom
pointed inward. The calculated points withE < 1 kcal/mol were
fit by least squares to pairwise LJ curves [V(r) ) C12/r12 +
C6/r6] terms. The fit is reasonable but not highly precise. The
resulting pairwise curves do not all have wells: in some cases
the C6 parameters are positive. The potential, spherically
averaged over orientations of the two molecules (with the
distances measured from the midpoint of the two molecules),
has a well atRe ) 4.90 Å with a well depthε of 230 cm-1

(0.656 kcal/mol). (This procedure is slightly different from that
proposed by Lim53 and implemented in the SIGMON code.74)
The deepest well occurs when CO approaches along the
symmetry axis normal to the pyrazine plane, with the C atom
in (R ) 3.15 Å, V ) -596 cm-1), while the shallowest well
along a symmetry axis occurs when the O atom approaches
along the N-N axis (R ) 5.62 Å andV ) -52 cm-1).

For comparison, we considered additional intermolecular
potentials. In each case the Lennard-Jones parameters were taken
from the Autodock75 molecular modeling package. The average
of the potential based on the Autodock LJ curves has a well
depthε of 278 cm-1 at Re ) 5.39 Å. Two other potentials used
scaled Autodock parameters. These potentials are more isotropic
than the fitted ab initio potential.

Typically a batch of about 10 000 trajectories is calculated
for a given choice of potential and initial conditions. All
trajectories are initiated and terminated at 12 Å; the maximum
impact parameter is 9 Å. In various cases, additional batches
of trajectories were studied for impact parameters between 9
and 10 Å. For most of these large impact parameter events, the
two molecules never undergo close collision: the trajectory is
deflected weakly by the long-range tail of the relative potential.
On rare occasions the partners are drawn into a close collision,
but their effect on averaged quantities was negligible. The
pyrazine molecule was given a fixed vibrational energy: zero-
point plus the desired excitation. After excitation with aλ )
248 nm UV laser and prompt intersystem crossing into S1,
pyrazine hasE′ ) 40 322 cm-1 (115.2 kcal/mol) vibrational
energy above zero point, for a total of 56 600 cm-1 (161.9 kcal/
mol). We did not add the small (∼300 cm-1) contribution due
to thermal excitation. The rotational energy of the pyrazine was
selected from the thermal distribution at a specified temperature.
The CO diatomic collision partner’s internal energy was
determined quasiclassically for a specifiedJ′; all simulations
had CO vibrational energy corresponding toV′ ) 0. Transla-
tional energy was either selected from a thermal distribution
for a specified temperature or was fixed at a single value.
Representative trajectories were viewed using the VMD76

package.
Although trajectory calculations can be used to generate rate

constants for energy transfer that can be compared directly to
experiment, it is conventional to report results in terms of
average energy transfer per gas-kinetic collision. Several Len-
nard-Jones collision rates are defined, appropriate to different

TABLE 1: Pyrazine Vibrational Frequencies (cm-1)

mode sym expta calcd d4
b mode sym expta calcd d4

b

6a Ag 601 589 575 8a Ag 1579 1585 1542
6b B3g 698 673 650 7b B3g 3062 3041 2242
1 Ag 1015 1003 892 13 B1u 3015 3042 2251
12 B1u 1019 1011 868 20b B2u 3069 3055 2264
15 B2u 1063 1075 839 2 Ag 3053 3060 2275
18a B1u 1135 1139 1018 16b B3u 417 264 212
9a Ag 1235 1241 991 16a Au 393 343
14 B2u 1335 1314 1246 4 B2g 755 484 385
3 B3g 1353 1356 1032 10a B1g 925 971 758
19b B2u 1413 1425 1333 17a Au 1036 862
19a B1u 1484 1486 1341 11 B3u 785 1250 1104
8b B3g 1522 1528 1509 5 B2g 976 1368 1264

a Reference 72.b Column d4 shows the calculated frequencies for
deuterated pyrazine. The final seven values are the out-of-plane modes.
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transport phenomena.77 Because we are comparing to their
experiments, we adopt the form78 used by the Flynn group:35

kLJ ) πσ2 (8kT/πµ)1/2 (2ε/kT)1/3 Γ(2/3). (This differs by a small
factor fromkLJ based on theΩ2,2 collision integral.) Lennard-
Jones parameters for neat pyrazine and CO were as used by
Miller and Barker.21 The usual assumption77 that, for the mixed
system,ε is the geometric andσ the arithmetic mean of the
neat values givesε ) 149 cm-1 andσ ) 4.55 Å for pyrazine-
CO. For a 12-6 potential, this corresponds tore ) 21/6σ )
5.11 Å. The spherically averaged ab initio potential has a deeper
well at a shorter average distance.

Results and Discussion

Previous Work. The preliminary study70 focused on the 248
nm excitation of pyrazine colliding with CO inJ′ ) 10, near
the average in a thermal rotational distribution at 300 K. In that
paper, we made several observations that were in qualitative
agreement with preliminary experimental results.47 First, the
downward branch ofP(E,E′) was not described well by a single
exponential: lnP(E,E′) vs (E - E′) showed clear positive
curvature. Second, fitting the final CO rotational state to a
thermal distribution forJ from 15 to 25 gave a rotational
temperature of about 500 K; forJ ) 25-40 the temperature
was hotter,∼750 K. The third key comparison was in the
relationship between the final relative velocity and the rotational
state of the CO. In the experiments, the Doppler width of the
IR laser absorption gives the postcollision relative velocity for
each CO rotational state. Velocity is observed to increase with
CO rotational state. By binning the trajectory results by finalJ
for CO and calculating average velocities in each bin, the
trajectories too showed a positive correlation of velocity with
final J, an increase of about 60% over the range fromJ ) 20
to 35, in quite good agreement with experiment. Thus, we
concluded in paper I that this potential offers a reasonable
description of pyrazine-CO dynamics. However, the calculated
energy transfers may be too large. Miller and Barker21 excited
pyrazine at 308 nm (32 467 cm-1). Their fitted expression for
〈∆E〉down for collisions with CO gives 196 cm-1 at E′ ) 32 467
nm. Their quadratic expression, evaluated at 40 322 cm-1 gives
〈∆E〉down) 199 cm-1. Extrapolating using just the linear term
gives 258 cm-1. Our trajectory result is substantially larger:
1023 cm-1.

General Observations.In this paper, we explore systematic
variation of a range of trajectory parameters. A few properties
are quite insensitive to initial conditions. The change in the
vibrational energy of the CO is very small: CO is very stiff, so
essentially none of the zero-point vibrational energy escapes.
Only a very few collisions in any sample result inV ) 1; the
probability per Lennard-Jones collision is less than1/1000. When
the relative translation is at 300 K, most collisions, typically
about 80%, are direct, exhibiting only one turning point in the
relative coordinate. There is a roughly exponential distribution
of the number of turning points, as shown in Figure 1. Some
encounters are quite long-lived: the CO bounces off the pyrazine
many times, often both rotating and migrating around the
molecule before it escapes. Large∆E events result from both
direct and longer lived collisions.

A challenge in analyzing the results of trajectory calculations
is an overabundance of data. A question we had hoped to explore
was the mechanism for large∆E events: do they result from a
distinct subset of the collisions? After examining a large number
of plots in which various initial and final parameters are
correlated, we were unable to discern a pattern. Large pyrazine
energy loss is seen in both direct collisions and in collisions

with many turning points, in collisions with large and small
impact parameters, and in collisions where the first encounter
is with any of the atoms on the pyrazine. It was only when
looking at individual trajectories that a pattern seemed to
emerge: the trajectories with large∆E generally showed the
CO molecule in its final encounter poised above the plane of
pyrazine, sitting above a H atom, which happens to execute a
particularly large amplitude out-of-plane motion. While this is
consistent with previous work,64,65,67drawing a definite conclu-
sion from viewing a small subset of trajectories is quite risky,
since the sampling is not random: there is simply no such thing
as a typical collision.

The rotation of the pyrazine was selected from a thermal
distribution for a specified temperature. AtT ) 300 K, the
pyrazine has an initial average rotational angular momentum
of ∼40p. While the average change in the rotational angular
momentum of pyrazine is typically small, a fewp, transfers of
100p units of angular momentum or more are observed. Because
of the strong coupling of rotation and vibration in a highly
excited molecule, we chose not to try to report separate final
vibration and rotational energies for pyrazine. There was no
apparent vector correlation between the final rotational angular
momentum vectors of the pyrazine and CO and only small
positive correlations between the final rotation of both the
pyrazine and the CO with the initial orbital angular momentum.

Figure 2 shows the (unnormalized)P(E,E′) distribution for
collisions of hot pyrazine with CO initially inJ ) 7, which is
near the maximum of the thermal distribution at 300 K. Setting
∆E ) |E - E′|, three fits are shown: a single exponential [P
) A exp(-∆E/R)], a double exponential [P ) A1 exp(-∆E/
R1) + A2 exp(-∆E/R2)], and a stretched exponential [P ) As

exp(-∆E/Rs)y)}, as recommended by Hold et al.26 For simplicity
the curves were fit to the downward part of the data; the resulting
fit to the upward branch, as determined by detailed balance, is
also shown.

As was seen previously forJ ) 10, the trajectory results
deviate clearly from a single exponential, with positive curvature
at larger∆E. The stretched exponential, withY) 0.532, appears
to fit the data best at large∆E, although the standard deviation
of the four-parameter double-exponential fit is somewhat
smaller. (Values ofY less than 1 indicate positive curvature.)
However, it should be noted that obtaining consistent parameters
for these fitting functions from trajectory data is problematic:
when the least squares procedure properly weights the data
according to its statistical uncertainty, the fit at large∆E is often
poor, since the fit may be driven by statistical fluctuations of
the more probable points at small∆E. Moreover, fits using
different histogram bin sizes do not always give consistent

Figure 1. Distribution of turning points in the pyrazine-CO radial
coordinate, for pyrazine excited with 248 nm radiation and CO (V′ )
0, J′ ) 7). 84% of these trajectories were direct, with one turning point.
Probabilities are per trajectory withbmax ) 9 Å. The curve is a least-
squares fit to an exponential:P(N) ) A exp(-N/b) with b ) 3.54.
Similar behavior is seen for other sets of initial conditions at 300 K
translational energy. Lower temperatures produced steeper distributions.
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results. The fits shown in Figure 2 are unweighted least-squares
fits. Because of these problems, we do not report theP(E,E′)
fitting parameters.

The CO rotational distribution for this same sample is shown
in Figure 3. To facilitate comparison with experiment, the data
for J ) 15-21 was fit to a thermal (Boltzmann) distribution.
However, this Boltzmann distribution does not fit the full range
of ∆J well. A much better fit results from using an exponential
gap law in ∆J: P(J) ) A(2J + 1) exp-(J-J′)/m. This is not
surprising: exponential gap laws in∆J often work well for
rotational energy transfer.52,79 Such gap laws are used in the
modeling to extractP(E,E′) curves from the Flynn group
experiments.41 (Other scaling laws are also commonly used.3,80)
However, significantly larger values of the parameterm result
from fitting the downward (∆J < 0) values of∆JCO than from
the upward (∆J > 0) ones. ForJ′ ) 7, m (a measure of the
average∆J) for the upward∆J events is 4.5( 0.1 and for
downward∆J events, 66( 16. Collisions that remove rotational
energy from CO are significantly more probable than would be

predicted by a symmetric gap law. Indeed, the probabilitiesPJ/
(2J + 1) for ∆J < 0 are often nearly constant.

Effect of CO Rotation. Results showing average energy and
angular momentum changes for various choices of the initial
rotation of the CO (J′) are given in Table 2. Figure 4 shows the
trends for average energy transfer as a function of the initial
CO rotational stateJ′. The average energy lost by pyrazine varies
little, decreasing slightly in magnitude withJ′. The average
energy lost in downward transitions, those withE - E′ < 0, is
nearly constant. The decrease in-〈E - E′〉 with increasing CO-
(J′) reflects the combination of an increasing fraction of upward
collisions and an increasing average energy in the upward
collisions. Despite the fact that the pyrazine is very hot, energy
flow from CO rotation into pyrazine is significant. Energy
transfer from CO rotation into pyrazine can be seen in more
detail in Figure 5, showingP(E,E′) distributions for variousJ′.
To avoid clutter, we have not included statistical error bars;
see Figure 2 for their approximate size. As suggested by the
averages, the effect ofJ′ on the downward collisions is minimal,
much less than on the upward ones.

CO final rotational distributions are shown for severalJ′
values in Figure 6. The slope for positive∆J is quite insensitive
to J′, giving m values between 4 and 5. This is not surprising:
quite some time ago, it was argued that in atom rigid-rotor
collisions, each value of∆J is caused by a particular component
of the anisotropy of the potential.81 Subsequently it was shown
that, according to the infinite order sudden approximation,82,83

rates for the full matrix of rotational transitionsJ′ to J may be
predicted from a single column (J′ ) 0-J). This prediction has
been confirmed in both quantum and classical calculations of
rotational energy transfer for a number of different rotors.84,85

To compare with experiment, we take a thermal average over
J′ of these results for fixed initialJ′. On the basis of the fiveJ′
sets of data presented above, the thermal averages at 300 K
give 〈E - E′〉 of -544 cm-1, with 314 cm-1 (58%) going into
translation and 234 cm-1 into rotation of the CO. The average
probability per Lennard-Jones collision of producing CO inV
) 1 is 1/2100. Since this is an infrequent event, this number is
has large uncertainty. The measured probability40 at 298 K is
1/519. In the experiments, vibrational excitation of CO is
accompanied by very small amounts of rotational and transla-
tional excitation. For this reason, it is argued that the mechanism
is long-range dipole-dipole interaction. The intermolecular
potential used in our calculation, a sum of Lennard-Jones pairs,
would not describe correctly the long-range part of the potential.

On average, CO gains 3.9p of angular momentum, pyrazine
11.4p. Using just theseJ′ results, the initialT ) 300 K average
rotational temperature forJ ) 25-30 is 766 K. A slightly more
sophisticated average can be found by forming a COJ
distribution in finalJ by convoluting a Boltzmann average in
initial J′ with an exponential gap in∆J, assuming a constant
gap parameter of 4.2. At initialT ) 300 K, this gives a CO
rotational temperature of 586 K forJ ) 15-20 and 750 K for
J ) 20-30.

Long CO. The pyrazine CO2 system, which has been studied
extensively, shows some experimental similarities to the pyra-
zine-CO system. For collisions resulting in no CO2 vibrational
excitation, the rotational distributions are broad, and final
rotational states were observed from 58 to 82.35 As a simple
model to explore one aspect of the difference between vibra-
tional relaxation of pyrazine by CO and CO2, we represented
CO2 as a “long CO”: CO with a doubled equilibrium bond
length. All other potential parameters are unmodified. “Long
CO” results are included in Table 2 and compared with normal

Figure 2. Energy loss (∆E ) E - E′ < 0) tail of the P(E,E′)
distribution for pyrazine excited with 248 nm radiation colliding at
300 K with CO (V′ ) 0, J′ ) 7). Error bars represent one standard
deviation in the statistics. Three least-squares fits are shown: single
exponential, double exponential, and stretched exponential. Each
function was fit to the downward data collected into 200 cm-1 intervals,
starting at∆E ) -400 cm-1. The upward fit, based on detailed
balancing, is also shown. Each point had unit weighting in the least-
squares fit. The absolute probabilitiesP are per collision sampled with
bmax ) 9 Å and binned into 200 cm-1 interval, not scaled per Lennard-
Jones collision.

Figure 3. CO rotational distribution, for initialJ ) 7. The probabilities
are per trajectory, not normalized per Lennard-Jones collision. The
Boltzmann distribution is a least-squares fit forJ between 15 and 25.
The distribution labeled Gap is a linear least-squares fit of ln{PJ/(2J +
1)} vs ∆J for ∆J from 3 to 25. Gap+ is a separate fit for∆J < 0.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation in the statistics; they are
smaller than the points for smaller∆J.
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CO in Figure 4. The results for average energy transfers are
quite similar at initial comparable rotational energies. Average
angular momenta transferred into the long CO are about a factor
of 2 larger that in the normal CO and are in reasonable
agreement with the pyrazine-CO2 experiments. The final

rotational distribution forJ′ ) 20 is shown in Figure 7. Except
for the shift in theJ values, the overall appearance is quite
similar to than of normal CO.

Translational Energy. When translational energy is sampled
randomly from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, there is a
considerable range in relative translational energies. To inves-
tigate the effect of translation on energy transfer, we studied
fixed translational energies of 0.5, 1.0. 2.0, and 4.0 kcal/mol

TABLE 2: Effect of Varying Initial CO Rotational State J′ and the Length of the CO Rotora

pyrazine CO ∆J fits to rotation

CO J Erot 〈E - E′〉 up down %d ∆Etrans ∆Erot ∆Evib CO pyr Trot (K) m

normal 0 0 -607 169 1023 65 243 368 -4 13.5 8.3 605( 137 4.7
normal 7 156 -566 186 1009 63 284 284 -2 4.9 10.6 587( 30 4.5
normal 10 306 -520 220 1020 60 335 190 -5 2.0 12.6 747( 85 4.0
normal 15 667 -473 220 942 60 295 0 -3 1.8 11.1 701( 50 3.8
normal 20 116 6 -372 403 1039 54 465 -97 4 -3.0 15.5 661( 30 4.0
long 0 0 -609 169 1002 66 235 375 -2 28.6 9.0 546( 44 9.0
long 7 39 -617 180 1019 67 245 377 -5 19.0 8.8 557( 28 9.1
long 10 76 -562 183 977 64 219 346 -2 15.0 8.0 498( 30 10.0
long 20 292 -583 226 1088 62 338 241 2 5.3 11.6 495( 16 8.7

a E′ is 40 323 cm-1. The pyrazine rotation and translational energies are selected from a 300 K distribution. Energies are in cm-1. Averages are
per Lennard-Jones collision. “Up” (“down”) are the magnitudes of the average pyrazine energy transfers including only those withE-E′ greater
than (less than) zero. %d is the fraction of downward collisions. Changes inJ are the magnitudes of the angular momentum vectors in units ofp.
Parameters are also given for fitting the corotational distributions to Boltzmann and exponential gap [P(J) ) A(2J + 1) exp(-|J - J′|/m)] distributions.
For normal CO the Boltzmann fits were forJ from 15 to 25, for long CO toJ from 30 to 50. For normal CO, the gap laws were fits to∆J from
3 to 25, and for long CO,∆J from 5 to 50.

Figure 4. Effect of CO rotational energy on energy transfer. Pyrazine
hasE′ ) 115.3 kcal/mol (40 323 cm-1) excitation in excess of zero-
point energy; translational and pyrazine rotational temperatures are both
300 K. CO starts inV′ ) 0 with rotational energy as indicated. Average
energy transfers are normalized per Lennard-Jones collision. The filled
symbols are for normal CO, the open symbols for an artificial long
CO, discussed below.

Figure 5. Energy transferP(E,E′) from pyrazine withE′ ) 115.3 kcal/
mol (40 323 cm-1) excitation in excess of zero-point energy; transla-
tional and pyrazine rotational temperatures are both 300 K. CO is inV′
) 0, with J′ varying as indicated. The probabilities are per trajectory
into a 200 cm-1 interval with bmax ) 9 Å. The fluctuations for the
low-probability events are a consequence of the statistical sampling.

Figure 6. CO rotational distribution, for various values of initialJ′,
as a function of∆J. The probabilities are per trajectory withbmax )
9Å, not normalized per Lennard-Jones collision. The data are quite
linear over a wide range in∆J. The slopes of the positive∆J branches
are quite similar (see Table 2). The negative∆J branches have
significantly smaller slopes.

Figure 7. CO rotational distribution for “Long CO”: starting inJ′ )
20. The Boltzmann distribution, fit forJ ) 30-50, gives a temperature
495( 16 K. The gap law for positive∆J, [P(J) ) A(2J + 1) exp(-|J
- J′|/m)], fit to ∆J ) 5-55, hasm ) 8.75. Error bars are one standard
deviation in the statistics.
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(175, 349, 700, and 1499 cm-1). The other excitations were as
before: pyrazine with 248 nm vibrational excitation and
rotational energy selected from a 300 K thermal distribution,
and CO inJ′ ) 10. Results are summarized in Table 3. Figure
8 shows theP(E,E′) distributions. These are clearly much more
sensitive to translational energy than to CO rotation: lower
energy slower collisions are significantly more effective at
removing energy from pyrazine and less likely to transfer energy
into pyrazine. This result may be surprising: the more common
expectation for vibrational relaxation, based on Landau-Teller
theory,1 is that vibrational energy transfer increases with
temperature. In Landau-Teller theory, faster motion couples
more effectively to rapid vibrational motion. But hot pyrazine
has a wide range of vibrational modes, all coupled with rotations,
so slower collisions with multiple encounters can be very
effective at relaxation.

The averages in Table 3, however, show a nearly constant
average energy loss in downward collisionsper Lennard-Jones
collision: cancellation occurs because slower collisions have a
larger Lennard-Jones collision cross section. (To calculate these
kLJ values we assumed a temperatureT ) 2/3Etrans/kB). These
two factors combine for the upward collisions: slower collisions,
with a larger cross section, are less effective in transferring
energy to pyrazine. The overall effect is quite significant: the
low-energy tail of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is
significantly more effective in pyrazine relaxation. At higher
translational energy, there are fewer long-lasting (multiple

turning point) events, and large impact parameter collisions play
a much smaller role: there are essentially no large∆E collisions
(collisions transferring more than 2000 cm-1) for impact
parameters greater that 6 Å. Observe that at 4 kcal/mol,
collisions that add energy to hot pyrazine are essentially as
frequent as those that relax it. The fraction of direct collisions
is quite sensitive to translational energy: at 0.5 kcal/mol (175
cm-1), 25% of the trajectories have at least one extra bounce
in the center-of-mass coordinate and 1% bounce at least five
times, while at 4 kcal/mol (1400 cm-1) the collisions are
essentially all direct.

The effect of translation on the rotational excitation of CO
is less pronounced. For the distributions seen in Figure 9, slower
collisions show some increased probability for low positive∆J
transitions and have a significantly larger chance of removing
rotational energy from the CO. The trend in the averaged values
arises largely from the Lennard-Jones normalization factor.

Pyrazine Excitation. The initial pyrazine excitation,E′ was
also varied, with a 10% (4060 cm-1) increase or decrease, again
holding CO atJ′ ) 10. Results are shown in Table 4. The net
relaxation of pyrazine increases with pyrazine excitation,
consistent with experiment.21 This is also consistent with
statistical expectations, as demonstrated in the work by Nord-
holm.28,29 In this energy range,-〈E - E′〉 is quite linear inE′,
with a 1.26( 0.03% slope. The magnitude of the average energy
lost in downward transitions fits a straight line less well, but
has slope 1.4( 0.3%. The average energy gained in upward
transitions is nearly constant: in this case the increase in net
energy loss comes from a larger average energy loss in
downward events. The shapes of theP(E,E′) functions are quite
similar. The partitioning of the pyrazine energy into translation

TABLE 3: Effect of Varying Initial Relative Translational
Energya

pyrazine CO ∆J

Etrans 〈E - E′〉 up down %d ∆Etrans ∆Erot ∆Evib CO pyr

175 -612 139 986 67 425 183 4 1.8 9.6
350 -482 201 966 59 316 174 -7 1.6 11.6
700 -324 351 939 52 99 227 -2 2.5 15.2

1399 -148 659 983 49 -223 377 -6 4.7 -24.6

a E′ is 40323 cm-1 and CO is initially inJ′ ) 10. The pyrazine
rotation and translational energies are selected from a 300 K distribution.
Energies are in cm-1. Averages are per Lennard-Jones collision. The
changes inJ are the magnitudes of the angular momentum vectors in
units ofp. “Up” (“down”) are the magnitudes of the average pyrazine
energy transfers including only those withE - E′ greater than (less
than) zero. %d is the fraction of downward collisions, those withE -
E′ less than zero.

Figure 8. P(E,E′) for fixed translational energy, as indicated. Pyrazine
hasE′ ) 115.3 kcal/mol (40 323 cm-1) excitation in excess of zero-
point energy with 300 K rotational temperature. CO begins inV′ ) 0,
J′ ) 10. The probabilitiesP are per collision withbmax ) 9 Å, not
scaled per Lennard-Jones collision.

Figure 9. CO rotational state distribution for varying relative
translational energy. Pyrazine hasE′ ) 115.3 kcal/mol (40 323 cm-1)
excitation in excess of zero-point energy with 300 K rotational
temperature. CO begins inV′ ) 0, J′ ) 10.

TABLE 4: Effect of Varying the Initial Pyrazine Excitation
E′a

pyrazine CO ∆J

E 〈E - E′〉 up down %d ∆Etrans ∆Erot ∆Evib CO pyr

36 290 -473 220 942 60 295 181 -3 1.8 11.1
40 323 -520 220 1020 60 335 190 -5 2.0 12.6
44 355 -562 212 1058 61 356 207 0 2.2 12.5

a CO is initially in J′ ) 10. The pyrazine rotation and translational
energies are selected from a 300 K distribution. Energies are in cm-1.
Averages are per Lennard-Jones collision. The changes inJ are the
magnitudes of the angular momentum vectors in units ofp. “Up”
(“down”) are the magnitudes of the average pyrazine energy transfers
including only those withE - E′ greater than (less than) zero. %d is
the fraction of downward collisions, those withE - E′ less than zero.
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and CO rotation is essentially constant. Miller et al.21 used
infrared fluorescence to measure pyrazine relaxation following
laser excitation at 308 nm (32 460 cm-1) with a number of
colliders and fit their-〈E - E〉 and〈∆E〉down results to quadratic
polynomials. Unfortunately, at the higherE′ of this study their
parabolic fits begin to decrease inE′, so direct extrapolation of
their pyrazine-CO results is not valid. However, a rough
comparison might be made with their linear coefficients: they
report a 0.79% rise withE′ for -〈E - E′〉 and 0.81% for
〈∆E〉down.

Isotope Effects.Several studies have demonstrated that low-
frequency out-of-plane wagging modes play a key role in
vibrational relaxation from hot aromatics.53,64,65,67,86This sug-
gests that isotopic substitution on pyrazinesreplacing the H
atoms with Dswould enhance relaxation, since the frequencies
of these doorway modes will be lower. The frequencies of the
deuterated pyrazine are included in Table 1. Trajectory results
for both J′ ) 7 and 10 are shown in Table 5. The total initial
energy in pyrazine was held constant: the contribution from
zero point energy was not adjusted. The effect is substantial:
relaxation from the deuterated pyrazine is significantly enhanced.
The major effect is in the downward events: the fraction
increases slightly, while the average energy transferred increases
a lot. This is seen in theP(E,E′) distributions for the two
isotopomers with COJ′ ) 10, shown in Figure 10. There is a
clear enhancement of the probability of collisions transferring
energies from pyrazine-d4 between 500 and 5000 cm-1. The
CO rotational distributions are shown in Figure 11. Deuteration
enhances large positive∆J events while decreasing slightly the
probability of CO losing rotational energy. Pyrazine-d4 has about
2800 cm-1 less zero-point energy than pyrazine.4 If the effect
of total pyrazine energy on〈E - E′〉 is ∼1.2%, as seen above,

then adjusting the zero-point energy would decrease the size of
〈E - E′〉 by ∼33 cm-1, a small fraction of the calculated effect.
The large increase in the magnitude of〈E - E′〉 seen upon
deuteration of pyrazine is entirely consistent with the idea that
the low-frequency modes are critical to the relaxation.

The isotope effects seen here are larger than in previous
trajectory studies. Clarke and Gilbert87 compared relaxation of
azulene and azulene-d8 colliding with helium and xenon.
Deuteration enhanced the magnitude of〈E - E′〉 and∆Erms )
〈E - E′2〉1/2, but only by a few percent, with a larger effect for
the heavier partner. This was consistent with experiments on
toluene. Lim51 looked at toluene and toluene-d8 colliding with
Ar. He found that deuteration increased∆Erms by 13%, a value
consistent with experiment.16 He attributed this to low-frequency
modes. We observe a 28% increase in∆Erms upon deuteration.
While this larger effect in our results may be, in part, a
consequence of the added rotational degree of freedom of the
diatomic collision partner, we observed that the fraction of
energy partitioned to translation did not change upon deuteration.
Isotope effects in these systems are not simple: in related
experiments, deuteration does not always increase the energy
transfer.18,33

Temperature. In most of these simulations a temperature
defines the initial distributions of both translational and pyra-
zine’s rotational energy. Table 6 shows the effect of varying
these temperatures, both together and separately; in each case
CO starts inJ′ ) 10. Of course, to compare with experiments,
one would need to average over the CO rotations. For theJ′ )
10 data, overall temperature has a very minor effect on〈E -
E′〉. The magnitude of energy transfer increases in both upward
and downward events, while the proportion of the two remains
about the same. However, there is a systematic change in how
this energy is distributed: as temperature increases, less energy
is channeled into translation and more into CO rotation. In
addition, increased temperature appears to enhance the energy
transfer into CO rotation, at the expense of translation. At lower
temperature there are more indirect collisions: those with one
turning point in the center-of-mass coordinate.

When the two temperatures are adjusted independently, the
small overall change in〈E - E′〉 is seen to reflect a cancellation
of two opposite trends: lower translational temperature enhances
the magnitude of〈E - E′〉 while a lower pyrazine rotational
temperature reduces it. The former is consistent with the results
above: slower collisions enhance relaxation. The latter effect
is demonstrated more dramatically when the pyrazine rotational
temperature is set to zero: the average energy transfers are
reduced by more than a factor of 2. When pyrazine has no initial
rotation,〈∆J〉pyr is quite large. For comparison,Jrms in a 300 K

TABLE 5: Effect of Deuteration of Pyrazinea

pyrazine CO ∆J

〈E - E′〉 up down %d ∆Etrans ∆Erot ∆Evib CO pyr
TrV
(%)

H -520 220 1020 60 335 190 -5 2.0 12.6 65
D -724 198 1279 62 466 255 3 3.0 13.0 64

a E′ is 40 323 cm-1 and CO is initially inJ′ ) 10. The pyrazine
rotation and translational energies are selected from a 300 K distribution.
Energies are in cm-1. Averages are per Lennard-Jones collision. The
changes inJ are the magnitudes of the angular momentum vectors in
units ofp. “Up” (“down”) are the magnitudes of the average pyrazine
energy transfers including only those withE - E′ greater than (less
than) zero. %d is the fraction of downward collisions, those withE -
E′ less than zero.

Figure 10. Effect of deuteration of pyrazine onP(E,E′). The vibrational
energy in the pyrazine molecule is the same: 161.9 kcal/mol. CO begins
in V′ ) 0, J′ ) 10. Translation and pyrazine rotation are both at 300
K.

Figure 11. Effect of deuteration of the pyrazine on the CO rotational
distribution. The probabilitiesP are per collision withbmax ) 9 Å, not
scaled per Lennard-Jones collision.
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distribution is about 45. Thus, in these collisions, pyrazine is
gaining considerable rotational energy while losing internal
energy overall. Decreasing the initial pyrazine rotational energy
reduces the fraction of energy that is transferred to translation.
The most dramatic effect of stopping pyrazine rotation is to
reduce significantly the fraction of collisions with (E - E′) less
than zero. A similar effect was seen in trajectory calculations65

on benzene-Ar collisions: most of the collisions whenTrot )
0 K resulted in positive〈E - E′〉.

Potential Surfaces.Table 7 compares the results above with
those for different intermolecular potentials. Potential F is the
fitted ab initio surface described above. Potential A uses pairwise
Lennard-Jones parameters shown in Table 8, taken directly from
the Autodock75,88 molecular modeling package. In potential S,
the Autodock LJ parameters were scaled uniformly to produce
a spherically averaged potential with the same well depthε and
positionre as potential F. The LJσ parameters were uniformly
reduced by 15% andε increased by 6%. Finally, potential E
scales theε values to modify the spherically averaged well depth
but leaves the distances fixed. In this case, the LJε parameters
are decreased 17.5%.

In previous studies, it has been argued that, when the
interactions are relatively strong, energy transfer depends
primarily on the average well depth and position, details of the
potential are less important.53,58 However in this study, we see
quite a different result. The two potentials with similar spheri-
cally averagedre andε values, the fitted ab initio potential (F)
and the scaled Autodock potential (S), exhibit quite different
energy transfer. The trends withJ′ are quite similar, but the
magnitudes are quite different: energy transfer values are
significantly larger for the more anisotropic potential F. We were
initially puzzled when comparing potentials A and S: the scaled
potential with a shallower average well depth gave larger energy
transfers. But the reason for this is simple: when reducing the
overall scale of the potential (decreasingσ) it turned out that
the pairwise interaction strengthε had to be increased to give
a shallower averaged well depth. At many distances, the
spherically averaged potential must combine attractive and
steeply repulsive regions. This explanation is confirmed by the
results on potential E, in which the pairwiseσ values are the
same as in potential A, but theε values are less. Potential E,
shallower overall, gives less energy transfer. The four potentials
exhibit similar behavior in several ways: about 80% of
collisions are direct, CO vibrational excitation is minimal, and
for J′(CO) ) 10, about 65% of the pyrazine energy ends up in
translation. All four potentials give similar dependence of〈E
- E′〉 onJ′: the magnitude of〈E - E′〉 decreases, while energy
transfer into translation increases. But there are differences: the
unscaled Autodock potential (A) results in significantly less
energy transfer. When the pairwise LJ well depth parameters
are reduced, giving an average interaction strength closer to the

TABLE 6: Effect of Temperature a

pyrazine CO ∆JTrot-pyr
(K)

Ttrans

(K) 〈E - E′〉 up down %d ∆Etrans ∆Erot ∆Evib CO pyr
TrV
(%)

200 200 -564 174 991 63 379 186 0 1.9 16.0 67
243 243 -534 187 969 62 350 189 -5 2.0 13.3 66
300 300 -520 220 1020 60 335 190 -5 2.0 12.6 65
340 340 -532 229 1040 60 327 207 -2 2.2 11.2 61
500 500 -517 314 1111 58 280 240 -3 2.7 7.3 54
243 300 -474 221 958 59 295 175 4 1.7 15.0 62
300 243 -605 183 1071 63 402 205 -2 2.1 11.6 66

0 300 -193 179 812 38 105 96 -9 0.3 48.6 55

a E′ is 40 323 cm-1 and CO is initially inJ′ ) 10. energies are in cm-1. Averages are per lennard-Jones collision. The changes inJ are the
magnitudes of the angular momentum vectors in units ofp. “Up” (“down”) are the magnitudes of the average pyrazine energy transfers including
only those withE - E′ greater than (less than) zero. %d is the fraction of downward collisions, those withE - E′ less than zero.

TABLE 7: Varying the Intermolecular Potential Energy Surfacea

pyrazine CO ∆J

V J′ 〈E - E′〉 up down %d ∆Etrans ∆Erot ∆Evib CO pyr %dr
TrV
(%)

F 0 -607 169 1023 65 243 368 -4 13.5 8 80 40
F 7 -566 186 1009 63 284 284 -2 4.9 11 84 50
F 10 -520 220 1020 60 335 190 -5 2.0 13 85 65
S 0 -314 143 589 63 54 264 -4 11.5 1.6 80 17
S 7 -278 172 594 59 111 171 -4 2.9 4.0 83 40
S 10 -259 209 603 58 162 104 -7 0.6 5.3 85 63
A 0 -241 195 487 64 -23 272 -8 13.1 -1.3 71 9
A 7 -195 208 494 57 53 149 -7 2.3 1.9 77 27
A 10 -159 266 510 55 104 63 -7 -0.5 4.3 79 65
E 0 -187 166 401 62 -36 231 -8 11.7 -2.2 77 19
E 7 -134 210 412 55 23 118 -8 1.7 1.3 82 17
E 10 -109 247 423 53 74 44 -8 -0.7 3.1 84 67

a Potentials F, S, and E have average well depths of 230 cm-1. The minimum of the spherically averaged potential for F and S is 4.90 Å; for A
and E, 5.39 Å.E′ is 40 323 cm-1 and CO is initially inJ′ ) 10. The pyrazine rotation and translational energies are selected from a 300 K
distribution. Energies are in cm-1. Averages are per Lennard-Jones collision. the changes inJ are the magnitudes of the angular momentum vectors
in units ofp. “Up” (“down”) are the magnitudes of the average pyrazine energy transfers including only those withE - E′ greater than (less than)
zero. %d is the fraction of downward collisions, those withE - E′ less than zero. %dr is the fraction of direct collisions, those with a single turning
point in the relative coordinate

TABLE 8: Lennard-Jones Parameters [V(r) ) 4E{(σ/R)12 -
(σ/R)6}] from Autodock a

σ
(Å)

ε

(kcal/mol)
σ

(Å)
ε

(kcal/mol)

C-N 3.75 0.155 O-N 3.35 0.179
C-C 4.00 0.150 O-C 3.60 0.173
C-H 3.00 0.055 O-H 2.60 0.063

a Reference 88.
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calculated values (and toward the value predicted by combining
rules), the energies transferred are smaller still.

The P(E,E′) distributions for initial COJ′ ) 10 are shown
for the four surfaces in Figure 12. As indicated by the averages,
the upward (E - E′ > 0) events show little dependence on the
potential surface. The distinct pattern is in the downward
branch: the ab initio surface (F) promotes many more large
-(E - E′) events, and the deviation from single-exponential
behavior is quite pronounced. Surfaces A and E have the same
scale (the Lennard-Jonesσ parameters are the same), but〈ε〉 is
21% larger in surface A. Interestingly, the magnitude of〈∆E〉down

per LJ collision is also 21% larger. It appears that potential F
generates more supercollisions than the other potentials: the
deviation from single-exponential behavior at large-(E - E′)
is more pronounced. Note that we do not have adequate statistics
to characterize well the large-(E - E′) tail for the three
Autodock surfaces. However, for each there are intervals in
which large-(E - E′) probabilities appear to be well above
the exponential fit. (The lowest points shown in the figure
correspond to two trajectories.)

Figure 13 shows CO rotational distributions for the four
potentials, again with initialJ′ ) 10. The pattern for positive
∆J is consistent with the average energies transferred: potential
F promotes the largest transitions and potential E the smallest.
The pattern for negative∆J is interesting: all four potentials
result in a nearly constantP/(2J + 1), but the ordering is
basically reversed: values for potential F are typically smallest,
while A and E are largest.

Summary and Conclusions

Classical trajectory calculations make it possible to explore
many details of collisional energy transfer that are not easily
controlled in experiment. We consider collisions of highly
energized pyrazine with the cold diatomic collision partner CO.
Using an intermolecular potential surface constructed by fitting
pairwise Lennard-Jones curves to ab initio points calculated for
various orientations of the frozen partners, we have explored
effects of relative translational energy, rotation of the cold
partner, and temperature (of pyrazine rotation and of translation,
together and separately). Slow collisions are particularly effec-

tive in relaxing pyrazine, increasing the magnitude of〈E - E′〉.
This occurs because the collisions with positiveE - E′ are both
fewer and less effective. Translational energy increases rotational
excitation of the CO. Average energy transfers do not depend
so strongly on the initial rotation of the CO: a decrease in-〈E
- E′〉 with J′ results from a greater contribution of positiveE
- E′ events. The positive∆J branch of the CO rotational
distributions fits an exponential gap law in∆J, with quite similar
slopes for different values ofJ′. Taking a thermal average over
J′, we obtain〈E - E′〉 of -544 cm-1, significantly larger than
would be extrapolated from lowerE′ infrared fluorescence (IRF)
experiments.21 (At their initial excitation energy,E′) 32 470
cm-1, their quadratic fit givesR ) 163 cm-1.) Even though
more recent KCSI experiments27 give -〈E - E′〉 values (for
other systems) about twice as large as IRF atE′ ∼ 40 000 cm-1,
it is likely that our value is still too large.

The calculatedP(E,E′) distributions deviate distinctly from
a single-exponential fit, with enhanced probability for large-(E
- E′) events. Such supercollision tails are consistent with
preliminary experimental results for this system.47

Deuteration of pyrazine produced larger average energy
transfers, particularly enhancing the probability of larger-(E
- E′) events. This is consistent with the assertion that the low-
frequency C-H (C-D) out-of-plane wagging mode plays a
critical role in relaxation. This was also observed in viewing
animations of individual high∆E collisions: a swift kick by
this high-amplitude mode often characterized the last bounce
in the radial motion.

We also considered different intermolecular potential surfaces.
Our initial approach was to obtain the potential based on ab
initio calculation. We do not claim that this method is better
than that used by other workers. The level of ab initio theory
(6-31G* with MP2 correction) is not expected to give very
accurate results for weak intermolecular interactions, and our
fitting of the ab initio points using pairwise Lennard-Jones
interactions was not that precise. The fact that some of the fitted
pairwise terms were purely repulsive also gives pause. The
magnitudes of the energies transferred with our ab initio surface
are probably too large. But our results do suggest that defining
a potential simply by its spherically averaged quantities can lead

Figure 12. P(E,E′) varying the intermolecular potential: F, fitted to
ab initio points; S, Autodock parameters scaled to have the same average
ε andre as surface F; A, unscaled Autodock parameters; andE, autodock
scaled only to have sameε as potential F (with distances unscaled). A
single exponential is fit to each, using points withE - E′ ) 400-
2800 cm-1. The probabilitiesP are per collision into 200 cm-1 intervals
with bmax ) 9 Å, not scaled per Lennard-Jones collision. Refer to Figure
2 for the magnitudes of the uncertainties in the statistics.

Figure 13. P(J) for CO varying the intermolecular potential: F, fitted
to ab initio points; S, Autodock parameters scaled to have same average
ε and re as surface F; A, unscaled Autodock parameters; andE,
Autodock scaled only to have sameε as potential F (with distances
unscaled). The exponential gap law fit is shown for∆J > 0. The fits
were obtained for∆J ) 3-25. The probabilitiesP are per collision
with bmax ) 9 Å, not scaled per Lennard-Jones collision.
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to surprises. Details of the shape of the potential, particularly
for molecule-molecule energy transfer, may be more important
than had been heretofore believed.
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